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Result Sets

ZIM 9.10
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Zim is

a complete framework to develop and run 
professional and mission critical applications by
tightly integrating a lean relational database, a 

powerful Fourth Generation Language, an integrated 
development tool, the integration with outside world 

and client user interfaces.

What is Zim?
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FIND All Employees \
where CityCode = ‘OTT’ -> sOTT

The Result Set is an image of the selected records that can be 
accessed at any time after it is created using the given Set Name .

Result Sets

List All sOTT
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List All sOTT where HireDate > 19980101 \
Sorted by DeptCode Name

Operations Over Result Sets

Although Result Sets are only a “vision” of the real data (they are a 
collection of pointers to the actual rows of data), they can be used 
as they were normal entity sets.
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List All sOTT
Top

Bottom

Current

Bottom sOTT
List All sOTT

Current

Current

Up 3 sOTT
List All sOTT

Current

Navigating in a Set
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TOP - Moves the current member pointer to the first member in a result set.

BOTTOM - Makes the last member of a result set the current member.

UP <n> - Moves the current member pointer one or more records "up" in a 
result set. Same as PREVIOUS <n>

DOWN<n>- Moves the current member pointer one or more members "down" 
in a result set. Same as NEXT <n>

Top sOTT
Down 5 sOTT
Up 2 sDepto

Top

Bottom

Set Navigation Commands
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Top

Output $CurrentMember(“sOTT”)
1

Bottom sOTT
Output $CurrentMember(“sOTT”)

6

Up 3 sOTT
Output $CurrentMember(“sOTT”)

3

Current

Navigating in a Set

Bottom

Output $LastMember(“sOTT”)
6
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Bottom sA

List ALL Departments where Name = “A”? -> sA  

Delete ALL sA

Top sA

List All sA

Output $Membercount
1

Deleted Records and Result Sets
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Find All Employees -> $CurrentSet

“ALL” is the default number
of records to be selected

$CurrentSet is the Result Set 
default name

Find Employees

The above commands are equivalent

Finding Records
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If no set name is specified in a command, $CURRENTSET is assumed.

Find commands ALWAYS generate a $CURRENTSET

Finding Records
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Finding Records

The $CurrentSet is always the result set of the last FIND 
command.

But, by using a set name, this set stays valid until the end of the 
ZimQTC session.



Set Operations

There are three set operations performed by the FIND 
command:

UNION: creates a new result set containing all non-
duplicated members of the participant sets.

MINUS: creates a new result set containing all members 
from the first set minus the corresponding members of the 
second set.

UNION: creates a new result set containing all common  
members of the participant sets.



Set Operations - Union

sRD

Find sMKT UNION sRD -> S2

sMKT

s2

S2
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Set Operations - Minus

sEMP

sRD

Find sEMP MINUS sRD -> S2

s2

Semp
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Find Employees where Salary > 55000-> S55

S55

sSales

Find S3 INTERSECT sSales -> S4

S3 sSalesS2

Find Employees where Dept =“SAL’ -> sSales

Set Operations
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Set Modifiers

There are three Set Modifiers

COMPLETE: during a join, relate all records from one

of the objects to the result regardless of
whether they satisfy the relationship condition.

List All Employees (COMPLETE) Assigned_to Projects Format \
Employees.EmpNum Name ProjName

Records NOT related to Projects
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COMPLETE: during a join, relate all records from one

of the objects to the result regardless of
whether they satisfy the relationship condition.

List All Employees Assigned_to Projects (COMPLETE) Format\
Employees.EmpNum Name ProjName

Nobody works in Project Voyager

Set Modifiers

There are three Set Modifiers
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UNRELATED: only records that do not satisfy the 

Relation Condition will be included in the set.

List All Employees (UNRELATED) Assigned_to Projects Format\
Employees.EmpNum Name ProjName

Lists only Employees that do not work in any Projects.

Set Modifiers

There are three Set Modifiers
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KEEP: after the join selection, keeps only the data for 

some of the related objects or table projection.

List All Employees Work_In Departments Assigned_to Projects \

KEEP DEPARTMENTS

Only the Department data is kept after the join.

Set Modifiers

There are three Set Modifiers
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ZIM 9.10

Result Sets


